
Flick Home Run !

**About Flick Home Run**

Flick Home Run is a baseball simulation game for smartphones and tablets. The aim of the game

is to hit a ball as far as possible and to score a home run.

In Flick Home Run you have to hit a ball as far as possible. But how do you strike e.g. a baseball

without a bat? Simple: with your fingers. Use your finger to hit the ball and let it fly as far as

possible. Your goal is to score a home run. The further you hit the ball, the more experience points

you get. These are especially important for improving your abilities. There are a total of 10 game

modes available, but some modes need to be unlocked during the game. Since there are other

balls in addition to a baseball, you have to pay attention to the individual trajectory and flight

characteristics of each ball.

**Flick Home Run - Features:** 

- Hit the ball as far as possible: As Flick Home Run is often described as baseball simulation, it's

clear that this game is all about baseball and home runs. Your job is to hit a ball as far as possible.

However, you do not have a bat available for this purpose. To hit the ball, you simply use your

finger. Swipe your finger across the screen to hit the ball. The faster you swipe across the screen,

the faster your striking speed. Your goal is, of course, to score a home run as you get the most

points for this. Otherwise the motto is: The further you hit the ball, the more experience points you

collect.

- Collect experience points: The experience points you collect during the game are very important

for the rest of the game. With them, you can improve skills such as strength or accuracy. If you

have gained enough experience points, you will receive so-called skill points, which you can use to

improve individual abilities. The important thing is that you can only improve one skill at a time. So

think well, which skill you would like to improve with the Skill Points.

- 10 game modes: Flick Home Run convinces with many different game modes. The normal game

mode is the so-called home run mode. As the name implies, this mode is all about achieving a

home run. Furthermore, there is the multiplayer mode, in which you can compete against friends or

other players. If you need some more practice, for example, the so-called training mode is just

right for you. Other game modes must partly be unlocked.

- Different balls, different trajectory: In Flick Home Run you have many different balls available.

However, you must make sure that each ball has a different trajectory and other flight

characteristics.

Conclusion: Flick Home Run is an entertaining skill game, which offers players a lot of variety.


